A Message from The Works Board of Trustees

In our last update, The Works shared our goals and work details for the past year. These goals, which include increasing our impact and expanding our services, have been realized through our commitment to ensuring that our community is supported in a way that promotes economic sustainability. Our outreach efforts have led to increased engagement with local businesses and individuals, resulting in a stronger community base.

Supporting the Community

The Works continues to support the community with a range of initiatives, including initiatives that focus on education and economic development. Our goal remains to provide opportunities for individuals to achieve their full potential, with a special emphasis on supporting youth in technology and STEM education.

Financial Report

The financial report for The Works shows a positive balance, indicating that the organization is well-positioned to continue its mission. The report highlights the organization’s commitment to financial transparency and the importance of community support.

Sincerely,

In appreciation of your support of The Works.

Future for Our Community

The Works is committed to supporting the community in the years to come. We are looking forward to continuing our work and expanding our services to meet the needs of our community. We are grateful for your support and look forward to working together to create a brighter future for our community.
2020 Timeline of Events

**JANUARY**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Works' team worked from home to provide awesome virtual programming
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**FEBRUARY**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**MARCH**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**APRIL-MAY**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**JUNE**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**JULY**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**AUGUST-SEPTEMBER**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**OCTOBER**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**NOVEMBER**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors

**DECEMBER**
- Monthly Café Concerts: Fused Glass Coaster Class
- Girls Night In: Cocktails by the Coasters
- The Making of a Caricature: From Art History to Visual Perception: Contributions from Science Fiction
- Behind the Science: Fire: Scotland
- History@Home: History of Hudson Avenue
- Fun February
- The Clio App is launched, an online tour of the museum
- Free STEM Toy Giveaway in partnership with STEM sponsors
- The Art of World Textiles art gallery show: just wingin' it, AIR show – Kathryn Starr
- Volunteer Appreciation Week
- Works@Home kits launched; kit to a family in need thanks to the Works Gives Back initiative funded by sponsors